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Compliant and soft sensors that detect machinal deformations become

prevalent in emerging soft robots for closed-loop feedback control. In

contrast to conventional sensing applications, the stretchy body of the soft

robot enables programmable actuating behaviors and automated

manipulations across a wide strain range, which poses high requirements for

the integrated sensors of customized sensor characteristics, high-throughput

data processing, and timely decision-making. As various soft robotic sensors

(strain, pressure, shear, etc.) meet similar challenges, in this perspective, we

choose strain sensor as a representative example and summarize the latest

advancement of strain sensor-integrated soft robotic design driven by machine

learning techniques, including sensor materials optimization, sensor signal

analyses, and in-sensor computing. These machine learning

implementations greatly accelerate robot automation, reduce resource

consumption, and expand the working scenarios of soft robots. We also

discuss the prospects of fusing machine learning and soft sensing

technology for creating next-generation intelligent soft robots.
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Introduction

Emerging soft robots have attracted more and more attention in robotic research due

to their easy body/shape transformation (Shepherd et al., 2011; Rus and Tolley, 2015),

high degree of freedom (DOF) deformation (Rus and Tolley, 2018; Walsh, 2018), energy-

efficient actuation (Hu et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2018), and safe human-machine interfaces

(Laschi et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2019). Efficient and accurate feedback control is an essential

function for soft robots to safely interact in dynamic environments (Thuruthel et al., 2019;

Wang et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). Conventional robotic control strategy also involves

simulation and coaching, which depends on advanced algorithms or mathematical

models. But for soft robots, due to the very high degree of freedom of their soft body,

it is challenging to model the robotic dynamics mathematically, making the simulation

and coaching not suitable. As a result, feedback control, which relays on the integrated soft

sensors to back actual electronic signals in response to external stimulus, becomes
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prevalent in soft robotic research. Among various soft sensing

technologies, the compliant strain sensor, as a representative

sensing technology with the facile device fabrication and testing,

is widely attached to the robotic body, enabling the robot itself to

capture mechanical deformations and achieve closed-loop

control (Mirvakili and Hunter, 2018; Zhang et al., 2019).

Until now, diverse strain sensing components are integrated

into soft robots to enable bio-mimicking dexterous

manipulations, such as fish-like robot to explore deep ocean

(Li et al., 2021), ultra-gentle gripper to capture fragile lives

(Sinatra et al., 2019; Sundaram et al., 2019), cheetah-inspired

soft robot with fast-moving (Tang et al., 2020), and soft human

exoskeletons for rehabilitation (Zhao et al., 2016; Cianchetti et al.,

2018), etc.

With the prosperity of soft robots, the soft robotic body with

high DOF manipulations proposes high requirements of the

integrated strain sensors. Firstly, soft robots often exhibit

multimodal locomotion, whereas different robotic units show

very different actuating behaviors with strain deformations

ranging from <5% (Araromi et al., 2020) to >200% (Wang

et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2020). To track the coordinated

locomotion of a soft robot, multiple strain sensors with on-

demand sensor characteristics are necessary for tracking separate

robotic units with distinct kinematics (Mengüç et al., 2014; Yang

et al., 2020), yet it is hindered by the huge resource consumption

to validate a large number of design principles and trial-and-

error experiments. Secondly, with the increasing number of

integrated strain sensors, the mass of sensing data increases

rapidly, leading to a heavy load of data storage, transmission,

and processing, as well as the concern of high energy

consumption (Faisal et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Yang

et al., 2020). Besides, to achieve the ultimate goal of an

intelligent soft robot, timely decision-making is significant,

which relays on local sensor data processing (i.e., in-sensor

computing) rather than remote external computing devices

(Zhou and Chai, 2020; Moin et al., 2021), yet is rarely

explored in the soft robotic system. To push the boundary of

strain sensor-integrated soft robots, it is significant to develop

new principles to address the above issues of customized sensor

characteristics, high-throughput data processing, and timely

decision-making.

To address these challenges, data-driven exploration,

prediction, and recommendation by machine learning (ML)

provide an alternative approach (Schmidt et al., 2019; Xia

et al., 2020). ML is a powerful tool that could create a model

to uncover the unknown relations or principles in data-rich

systems (Butler et al., 2018). Recently, ML experiences a boom

in the investigation of various scientific areas including material

science (Kitchin, 2018; Zahrt et al., 2019; Toyao et al., 2020),

statistics (Yu and Kumbier, 2018), medicine (Ekins et al., 2019;

Vamathevan et al., 2019), neuroscience (Savage, 2019), and

machine automation (Zhou et al., 2022), where a large

number of data points are provided to train an accurate ML

model. Considering the inherently strong capabilities and recent

advancements in handling data, including 1) uncovering the

material/device characteristics with absent first principles, 2)

parallel computing for high-throughput data, and 3) edge chip

to achieve localized data processing, it is of high value to fuse ML

technology for addressing robotic sensing challenges (Shih et al.,

2020). Herein, we choose strain sensor as a representative

example of robotic sensing technologies and briefly

summarize the latest advancement of using ML techniques to

design strain sensor-integrated soft robots, including sensor

materials optimization, sensor signal analyses, and in-sensor

computing. These ML implementations address the above

challenges of customized sensor characteristics, high-

throughput data processing, and timely decision-making,

respectively. In the end, several prospects are also discussed.

We expect this mini perspective could provide a brief but timely

review of the current status and future directions.

ML for sensor material optimization

There are generally two types of strain sensors: piezoresistive

sensor and capacitive sensor. Under mechanical deformations,

the piezoresistive sensor shows resistance changes while the

capacitive sensor demonstrates changes in capacitance value.

Compared with the capacitive sensor that requires a sandwich

structure, the piezoresistive sensor with a simple single-layer

structure shows the advantages of facile fabrication and tight

integration with the robotic body. As a result, at this very initial

research stage, most ML techniques in strain sensor-integrated

soft robots are implemented on the piezoresistive sensor.

Therefore, piezoresistive sensor is selected as the main topic

to review recent ML advancements.

A variety of intrinsically conductive materials ranging from

metallic materials (e.g., gold foil (Yang et al., 2016), liquid metal

(Lin et al., 2022)) to nanomaterials (e.g., fullerenes (Shi et al.,

2018a), carbon nanotubes (Yamada et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2020),

graphene (Wang et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2018), MXene (Yang

et al., 2020; Saeidi-Javash et al., 2021; Cao et al., 2022)) have been

adopted for the fabrication of piezoresistive strain sensors. The

sensing mechanism is based on varying conductive pathways of

the sensor layer under strains (e.g., in-plane crack propagation),

leading to increased resistance as the electrical indicator. Two

characteristics of a strain sensor are generally evaluated,

including strain sensitivity and linear working window. The

sensitivity of a strain sensor is characterized by gauge factor

(GF), as defined in the equation below,

GF � (R − R0)/R0

ε

where ε denotes the applied uniaxial strain, R0 and R represent

the resistances before and after the applied strain, respectively.

On the other hand, the linear working window of a strain sensor
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is determined by the strain range where the resistance of the

sensor increased linearly with the applied strain.

The research experiences from past decades have revealed

that the GF and linear working window of a strain sensor are

highly correlated and balanced (Qiu et al., 2019; Afsarimanesh

et al., 2020; Souri et al., 2020; Pei et al., 2021). A high GF generally

exists within a narrow linear range, while a broad strain range is

usually accompanied by a low GF (Amjadi et al., 2016; Shi et al.,

2018b; Jayathilaka et al., 2019). This trade-off is caused by the

different fracture behaviors of piezoresistive sensors: high GF

comes from quick and drastic crack propagation under a narrow

strain range, yet a broad linear working window requires slow

and mild crack growth across a large strain. Based on these

principles, many influential fabrication parameters including

sensor material composition (Shi et al., 2018b; Cai et al.,

2018), sensor shape/dimension (Jiang et al., 2018; Xin et al.,

2020), and sensor topography (Yang et al., 2016; Pei et al., 2021)

were proposed to engineer the sensor characteristics. For

example, Shi et al. used fullerene as a lubricant agent to lower

the friction between 2D graphene layers (Figure 1A). Under

FIGURE 1
ML for Strain Sensor-Integrated Soft Robots. (A) Schematic illustration of sensing mechanism for GO–AgNW–C60 sensing films under
stretching, where the layers partially slide out inside the crack in the sensing film. Reproduced with permission from Shi et al. (2018a). Copyright:
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. (B) Comparison of the sensor structures between conventional flat film structure and auxetic metamaterial
structure, with corresponding deformation under 15% tensile strain. Reproduced with permission from Jiang et al. (2018). Copyright: WILEY-
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. (C) MXene strain sensor with hierarchical surface topography. Reproduced with permission from Yang et al. (2020).
Copyright: American Chemical Society. (D) Three-stage framework for construction of an ML-enabled predictionmodel capable of automatic strain
sensor design for soft robots. Reproduced with permission from Yang et al. (2022). Copyright: Springer Nature. (E) A robot hand is integrated with
tactile sensors and the multilayer perceptron model. With the aid of ML tools, the robot hand could identify object material, shape, and size.
Reproduced with permission from Li et al. (2020). Copyright: American Association for the Advancement of Science. (F) Digitally designed full-sized
tactile sensing wearables, which collected the tactile frames during human–environment interactions and explored their applications using ML
techniques. Reproduced with permission from Luo et al. (2021). Copyright: Springer Nature. (G)Wearable biosensing system with adaptive machine
learning for real-time prediction of hand gestures. Reproduced with permission fromMoin et al. (2021). Copyright: Springer Nature. (H) The physical
picture of the Tianjicat robot, the development board, and the TianjicX chip array. By equipping with TianjicX andmultimodal sensors, a robotic car is
able to simultaneously process multisensory information locally for various tasks including object detection, obstacle avoidance, and decision-
making. Reproduced with permission from Ma et al. (2022). Copyright: American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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uniaxial strains, the graphene layer with lubricant experienced a

mild fracture behavior instead of inducing long cracks to cut off

the conductive pathways quickly, enabling the resulted strain

sensor with a large linear working window (Shi et al., 2018a).

Besides, X. Chen’s group designed an auxetic mechanical

structure to improve the sensitivity (Jiang et al., 2018). As

shown in Figure 1B, compared with conventional flat film, the

auxetic structure showed a negative Poisson’s ratio and

underwent 2D expansion in both parallel and perpendicular

directions. Such auxetic metamaterials were incorporated into

stretchable strain sensors to significantly enhance the crack

density under strains and improved the sensitivity by up to

24-fold. In addition, P.-Y. Chen’s group demonstrated a

hierarchical topography of MXene sensor with micro-

crumples/wrinkles (Figure 1C) to regulate the in-plane crack

propagation, which could control the crack growth in a

programmable manner and realized highly tunable strain

sensor characteristics (Yang et al., 2020).

Through various design principles, as discussed by multiple

important review articles (Amjadi et al., 2016; Jayathilaka et al.,

2019; Qiu et al., 2019; Afsarimanesh et al., 2020), the state-of-the-

art research studies focus on developing high-performance strain

sensor that shows high sensitivity (GF > 100) and large linear

working window (>100%), simultaneously. With the great

progress in recent years, a lot of strain sensors with

outstanding sensor characteristics were created (Tao et al.,

2017; Shi et al., 2018a; Shi et al., 2018b; Cai et al., 2018; Jiang

et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019; Li and Du, 2019; Yang et al., 2020;

Zhang et al., 2021), which gradually fulfilled the above

challenging region. With this regard, instead of continuing to

pursue high sensor performance, it is time to move to the next

stage of developing strain sensors with customized sensor

characteristics for desired applications such as soft robots.

Nevertheless, due to the complex relationship between

sensing materials and sensor characteristics, the exploration

efficiency is greatly limited through conventional trial-and-

error experiments. Under this condition, ML tools show a

unique opportunity to underlay the unclear relations, which

greatly reduces time, manpower, and resource consumption

(Butler et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2019). Recently, H. Yang et al.

proposed an ML framework that enabled automatic strain sensor

design across a wide strain range from <0.5% to 350% (Yang

et al., 2022). As shown in Figure 1D, there was a three-stage

machine learning process, including boundary definition, active

learning, and data augmentation. Firstly, multiple influential

variables of varying material components, varying sensor

thicknesses, and varying sensor morphologies were included.

Adequate delamination tests were conducted to examine the

fabrication feasibility which was used to train a support vector

machine (SVM) classifier that only allowed the fabrication

recipes with high successful chances to be suggested by the

model. Secondly, with the guidance of active learning, an

increasing number of strain sensors were stagewise fabricated

to serve as the representative dataset to enrich the multi-

dimensional dataset of the ML model. Finally, data

augmentation methods were implemented to create more than

10,000 virtual data points to cultivate the prediction model. After

the three-stage process, the ultimate prediction model was

capable of conducting two-way tasks of automatic strain

sensor design for diverse soft robots, including 1) high-

accuracy prediction of sensor characteristics based on

proposed fabrication recipes and 2) suggestion of feasible

fabrication recipes for interested strain ranges. In addition, by

implementing statistical analyses based on the collected data

points, the underlying sensing mechanisms were revealed that

dictated data-driven design principles.

ML for sensor signal analyses

Besides the on-demand sensor characteristics, soft robots

also face difficulties in processing large amounts of data

generated from multiple sensors on separate robotic units

(Shih et al., 2020). For example, when applying wearable

robots to track full-body human motions, more than

70 sensors are needed to match various body joints from

shoulders to toe. Also, to achieve high sensing resolution, S.

Sundaram et al. showed a knitted soft glove with 548 sensors

(Sundaram et al., 2019). Such a large number of integrated

sensors lead to a heavy load in multi-channeled sensor data

collection, transmission, and processing (Zhou and Chai, 2020).

Emerging approaches adopt wireless technology such as

Bluetooth or near-field communication modules to facilitate

data collection and wireless transmission (Lin et al., 2020;

Yang et al., 2020; Jeong et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2022), yet they

failed in the aspect of signal analyses due to the absence of

computing unit.

With the rapid development of mobile computing platforms

like Raspberry Pi, an emerging strategy is to connect sensors,

wireless modules, and ML-embedded computing hardware

together to establish a comprehensive sensor platform (Ha

et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021). By introducing ML tools,

without manual data calibration, one can adopt the well-

known algorithms from the open-source library (e.g., pandas,

scikit-learn, PyTorch, TensorFlow) to pre-process the sensor

signals easily such as de-noising, filtering, and grouping

(Manie et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). On the other hand,

powerful machine learning neural networks enable the ML

model to solve more complex tasks like signal pattern

recognition. For example, X. Chen group adopted deep

convolutional neural networks to analyze the strain sensor

signals from five fingers of a human hand to distinguish

different hand gestures (Wang et al., 2020). In addition, by

combining tactile sensing information and a multilayer

perceptron model, G, Li et al. developed a smart robotic hand

that could precisely recognize different shapes, sizes, and
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materials in a diverse set of garbage (Figure 1E) (Li et al., 2020).

On the other hand, recurrent neural network is often used as a

powerful architecture to process variables along a temporal

sequence like speech recognition (Jung et al., 2020).

Besides executing a single task, multiple ML models and

computing tools with different functions could be assembled and

work together to satisfy the diverse needs of soft robots. For

instance, J. Chen group recently reported a wearable sign-to-

speech translation system based on a soft glove with stretchable

strain sensor arrays (Zhou et al., 2020), which involved a three-

step computing process including signal pre-processing (the

generated sensor signals are merged into a matrix), feature

extraction (by principal component analysis), and speech

translation (by multi-class SVM classifier). In addition, as

shown in Figure 1F, Y. Luo et al. reported an ML-powered

sensing textile suit which had three models with different

network architectures to cover self-supervised calibration,

interaction identification, and full-body motion prediction,

respectively (Luo et al., 2021).

ML for in-sensor computing

The integration of sensors, wireless modules, and ML-

embedded computing devices ensured facile sensor data

transmission and processing, but with the increasing number

of sensors, continuous data steaming raises high concerns of

bandwidth requirement, graphics processing units expense, and

power consumption (Zhou and Chai, 2020; Iwendi et al., 2021).

On the other hand, wireless communication usually faces

interruption and disconnection challenges, especially for soft

robotic navigation in distant fields or underwater scenarios

(Shih et al., 2019; Pillai and Lohani, 2020). Additionally, the

radio frequency communication between wireless hardware and

external computing devices faces the inevitable risks of data

security (Lin et al., 2020).

An innovative approach to address the above difficulties is

to process the real-time sensor data locally to achieve in-

sensor computing without steaming sensor data out (Zhou

and Chai, 2020; Moin et al., 2021). The goal of in-sensor

computing is to perform both data processing and decision-

making tasks locally to achieve higher levels of robotic

autonomy with onboard machine intelligence, without

further analyses or external computing modules. For

instance, J. M. Rabaey group recently proposed an in-

sensor adaptive machine learning framework for hand

gesture recognition (Figure 1G) (Moin et al., 2021). In

particular, they implemented a neuro-inspired

hyperdimensional computing algorithm that could analyze

sensor data locally for real-time hand gesture classification, as

well as automatic model training and updating under variable

conditions such as different arm positions and sensor

replacement. That report well filled the gap of self-

supervised model training and updating during continuous

usage, enabling optimal model performance under long-term

operations. On the other hand, S. Ma et al. developed a

neuromorphic computing chip of TianjicX, which enabled

multiple neural network models to be executed locally (Ma

et al., 2022). As shown in Figure 1H, by equipping with

TianjicX and multimodal sensors, without steaming sensor

data out and external computing devices, a robotic car is able

to simultaneously process multisensory information locally

for diverse tasks, including object recognition, obstacle

avoidance, and decision-making. In comparison with the

TABLE 1 Summary of ML implementations for strain sensor-integrated soft robots.

ML technique References(s) Advantages Disadvantages

Sensor material
optimization

Yang et al. (2022) Nat. Mach.
Intell.

▪ Accurate prediction of sensor
characteristics

▪ Manual device fabrication and test

▪ Automatic sensor design for diverse soft
robots

▪ Manual signal processing

Sensor signal analyses Li et al. (2020) Sci. Robot. ▪ Wireless transmission and good mobility ▪ High bandwidth requirement

▪ Multi-channeled data processing ▪ Signal interruption and disconnection

Luo et al. (2021) Nat. Electron. ▪ Multiple tasks implementation ▪ Energy consumption

▪ Data security

In-sensor computing Moin et al. (2021) Nat. Electron. ▪ Less signal latency ▪ Separated sensor and computing units

▪ Real-time response ▪ Mismatch of mechanical modulus between rigid chips and
soft robots

Ma et al. (2022) Sci. Robot. ▪ Power efficiency ▪ Circuit miniaturization

▪ High data security
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commercial NVIDIA Jetson TX2 (ML-embedded computing

hardware developed by NVIDIA), the developed TianjicX

chip showed less latency and 50% lower power consumption.

Prospects

Fusing ML and soft sensing technology is an emerging

multidisciplinary field and shows great potential for soft

robots (see a summary in Table 1). But there is still a long

way to achieve the ultimate goal of the intelligent soft robot, and

several viewpoints are discussed here. Firstly, the sensing

capability of soft robot is not limited to body strain

deformation to estimate the kinematics of the robot itself but

also should include more functions such as contact modeling (by

pressure sensor) and mapping of the surroundings (by chemical

and biological sensors). Therefore, important progress is

expected in integrating ML technology with multiple types of

sensors (e.g., strain, pressure, chemical, biomolecule) to create a

multifunctional soft robot with comprehensive perception

capability. We believe these ML techniques, including sensor

material optimization, sensor signal analyses, and in-sensor

computing, are also workable for other types of soft sensors,

as they meet similar challenges to realize the goal of intelligent

soft robot. On the other hand, for ML-assisted sensor material

optimization, although some promising examples have been

identified, we envisioned that critical challenges still exist at

this early stage, such as the lack of sufficient high-quality

datasets and absent evaluation standards to fairly compare the

developed models. Besides, considering different kind of sensor

types, their unique sensing mechanisms and structures may lead

to different ML implementations yet is rarely studied, which

would be an important future research direction.

Secondly, many recent advances are conceptual studies to

examine the feasibility of ML tools for soft robots yet lack the

assessments of system robustness in practical conditions. For

example, both compliant sensors and soft robotic bodies

consist of soft matters, which will experience stress fatigue

under long-term repeated mechanical deformations. This

kind of phenomenon is commonly seen in robotics and

affects the sensor signal and body kinematics a lot. It

remains to explore suitable ML frameworks to ensure

accurate feedback and control under such mechanical

coupling conditions. Also, many other powerful ML

algorithms like active learning, meta-learning, and

reinforcement learning are waiting to be fully utilized for

guiding soft robots to complete more challenging missions

like automatic navigation or swarm under dynamic,

unstructured, and even unknown environments.

At last, module integration and miniaturization are always

pursued. For soft robotic applications, the separated sensors and

computing modules inevitably increase the overall weight, cause

signal deviation, and affect robotic locomotion. Therefore, the

tight integration of multiple sensors, data collection/transmission

modules, and computing units as well as the subsequent

miniaturized circuit design are desired to achieve the goals of

creating light, compliant, power-efficient, and eventually

intelligent robots with multifunctionality. Moreover, it is

expected to see potential innovations in constructing the data

processing and computing modules with total soft materials,

which would reduce the design restrictions of soft robots and

expand their application scenarios.
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